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Area’s recreational bounty pays dividends
By John D’Onofrio

Everyone
wants it. It’s a hot commodity and here in northwest
Washington, we have it. Lots
of it.
Quality of life:

AAI Director Dunham Gooding: “The
lessons learned in climbing can easily be applied to business.”

Whatcom and Skagit counties enjoy
an embarrassment of riches when it
comes to recreational opportunities.
Whether it’s to be found in the glacier-sculpted mountains of the North
Cascades, the sparkling blue waters of
the Salish Sea, the green forests of the
lowlands or even on the rolling golf
courses that are so prolific here in west-
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ern Washington; the opportunities to
enjoy the great outdoors are plentiful.
The urban areas to the south have
the upper hand when it comes to economic activity, no argument, but here,
where the mountains meet the sea, we
are the undisputed leaders when quality of life is the priority. And increasingly, it is the priority for businesses
and business people who seek to balance their time between work and
pleasure. We work hard. And we play
hard.
In recent years our region has
become renowned as a desirable place
to live, work and play. A steady stream
www.nwbusinessmonthly.com

of accolades has made sure of that (see
page 12).
The benefits of this recognition are
obvious. Although wages in our region
continue to lag behind the rest of the
state (and much of the country), the
quality of life that we enjoy helps local
“Even in my dreams, I didn’t
know it could eventually be
this right and this satisfying.”
Steve Roquski
Owner, Fairhaven Runners

businesses to recruit and maintain highlevel workers. Living in our neck of the
woods can be seen as a benefit for workers, right alongside health insurance and
a 401K. Think of it as the X factor.
Quality of Life

As quality of life issues grow ever

more important to workers everywhere,
our beautiful natural setting and plethora of recreational
options have become
ever more important. A study by the
Center for Urban
and Regional Studies
at the University of
North Carolina at
Chapel Hill extols
the up-and-coming
benefits of offering
workers the kind of
quality of life attributes that we enjoy
in abundance.
According to the
report, “An increasing number of firms
are seeking locations that will attract
and retain a well–educated work force
… A growing body of research suggests
that QOL (Quality of Life) is becoming an increasingly important consideration in modern business location
decisions. This is particularly true for
high–technology firms that are less tied

Growth:
Possible with a commercial
real estate loan from WECU®.

www.wecu.com
(360) 676-1168 x7350

This credit union is federally insured by
the National Credit Union Administration.
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RICK DUBROW
Business
Owner: A-1
Builders, 3310
Northwest Ave.,
Bellingham
Recreational
activity of
choice: hiking,
biking
Why recreate?
“Henry David
Thoreau said
that “In wildness is the
preservation of
the world”. I agree and take it
one step further ... in wildness
is the preservation of my spirit.
Wildness, simplicity, fitness,
beauty, wildlife, deep thought
and conversation, close to home,
clean air/water ... it simply
doesn’t get any better than that.”
Impact of recreation on business
life: “Simply put, so many hikers
have become my clients and so
many of my clients have become
fellow hikers. Our largest project
at the moment, for example, is a
remodel for someone who I met
hiking. What’s more important,
though, is that the peace, tranquility, and fitness I derive from
wilderness travel make me an
all-around better human. Better
humans make for better professionals.”
Benefits of recreation for the
business community: “I moved
here in 1975 because of our recreational opportunities, and I’ve
never looked back. Mild weather
for cycling year round; outrageous
high country an hour to our east.
Our area is packed with humans
sharing kindred passions for the
great outdoors. And this kindred
passion is a strong point of connection between myself and my
clients; between myself and my
co-workers.”
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inducement to attract new businesses
from more urban areas.
It is common practice for local firms
attempting to lure skilled workers from
outside the area to highlight the many
opportunities to enjoy our great outdoors – hiking, biking, paddling, sailing,
golf, etc. These quality of life factors
help businesses attract – and keep –
their most valuable resource; high quality personnel.
RECREATION BUSINESSES
GOING STRONG

Fairhaven Runners’ owner Steve Roquski loves his work.

to traditional location factors such as
transportation costs, proximity to raw
materials, and cheap labor. It is also
likely that firms in other sectors will
become more sensitive to quality of life
factors as the diffusion of information
technology and other global forces continue to push the U.S. toward a more

knowledge– and technology–intensive
economy.”
It seems clear that access to the kind
of recreational bounty that Whatcom
and Skagit counties enjoy is becoming more important – and more valuable to the businesses that are located
here as well as serving as a powerful

Additionally, opportunities abound
for businesses that tap directly into the
recreational milieu. We have an entire
business sector that has been created
to help people enjoy our luscious surroundings – from outdoor gear shops to
kayak touring companies.
Bellingham:
Recreation Mecca
One of “Top Ten Adventure
Towns in the U.S.” - National
Geographic Adventure magazine
“Best Paddling Destination” Outside magazine

Committed to Serving the
Needs of Small Business

“Best Little Golf Towns” - Golf
Digest magazine
“Trail Town USA” - The American
Hiking Society
“Top Ten Mountain Biking
Destination” - Mountain Bike
magazine

Serving NW Washington Since 1932
“Oltman Insurance has always
been there for our family
offering us competitive rates
and outstanding service. We
trust oltman for all of our
insurance needs.”
- Zach & Sarah Ortiz

360-734-3960
www.oltmanInsurance.com

2417 Meridian, Suite 102 Bellingham
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“Top Ten Dream Town” - Outside
Magazine
“Best Ski Mountain in
Washington” - Skiing Magazine
Number 2 “Best Place to Live in
the U.S. & Canada” - Frommer’s
“Silver Award Cyclist Town” League of American Cyclists
“Hippest, Healthiest & Most
Adventure-Packed Small Cities in
America” - Men’s Journal
“Best Place to Play Year Round” –
Sunset Magazine

www.nwbusinessmonthly.com

One of the most well-known of
these is the venerable American
Alpine Institute
(AAI), founded
back in 1975
by Dunham
Gooding. “I
loved climbing, knew I was
a good teacher,
saw a niche that
was unfilled,
and wanted
to increase my
income while
teaching writing part time at Western Washington
University,” Gooding explains. “When
the business blossomed, I changed my
career goal from teaching literature at
the university level to running an international guide service.”
Over the years, AAI has become one
of the premier businesses of its kind
in the world. The New York Times
described AAI as “the Harvard of moun-
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Paul and Laurie Sherman
Business Owner: Sherman Physical Therapy,
1813 O St., Anacortes
Recreational Activity of Choice: Backcountry
skiing, road bike touring, technical mountain
climbing, backpacking
Why recreate? “We love the feeling of being
up in the mountains, being able to see such
beauty first hand and close up.”
Impact of recreation on business life: “All
our patients know what we do. There are
pictures around the clinic and we emphasize
the importance of exercise and recreation as a
part of a healthy life.”
Benefits of recreation for the business community: “It attracts the
kind of professionals that enjoy the outdoors and make it a priority in
choosing where they live and work.”
taineering schools.”
Gooding likens the experience of
climbing a mountain to running a
business. “Like a lot of things in life,
climbing requires the exercise of good

judgment and the use of some specific
skills that need to be applied correctly.
“Like business, climbing takes place
in a very complex and potentially hazardous environment. Little mistakes can
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Chuck Robinson
Business Owner: Village Books,
1200 11th St., Fairhaven
Recreational Activity of Choice: “I do
some hiking, but mostly I bike. I’ve
ridden STP (Seattle to Portland) the
last two years and will do that and
RSVP (Ride from Seattle to Vancouver,
then Party) this summer. I spend a
lot of free time out riding with friends,
training for those rides.”
Why recreate? “Besides the exercise,
riding seems to clear my head. It
gives me some longer thinking time
without the distraction of phone calls and e-mails. It’s also good
practice for setting and achieving goals.”
Impact of recreation on business life: “I often ride with friends who
are also in business and conversations are sometimes about big picture business issues. Keeping fit also gives me more energy to put
into our businesses.”
Benefits of recreation for the business community: “Wow, in a
myriad of ways. Just looking at the scenery here is mind-expanding
and getting out in it accomplishes the definition of recreation — recreating. All of us need to re-create our businesses, our health, and
our lives.”
mean wasted time, damage done, or lost
opportunities, while thoroughness, perseverance, effective teamwork, and good
judgment can mean the achievement of
major goals.
“Certainly the lessons learned in
climbing can easily be applied to business. In both climbing and business you
do extremely well if you have clearly
identified strategic goals, if you develop
a sound operational plan, and if you
execute the operational plan with precision.”
And according to Gooding, business
people are well represented amongst
AAI’s clients. “Business men and women
seem to be the most likely group to get
hooked on climbing, and I think it is
because of the problem solving. It’s
what they do in business all the time,
but in climbing their decision-making
has immediate, tangible consequences.
Instead of measuring their progress or
achievement on a quarterly basis, they
see it every quarter hour. The complexity is great, and while the stakes are
very high, the hazards can be mitigated

through their skill and good judgment.
As a result, the sense of accomplishment
is enormous.”
AAI currently operates in six states
and 16 countries. Among its future plans
are several programs with an undeniable
appeal for business people; a three-day
Mt. Baker skills and ascent programs
for individuals in particular occupations
(weekend programs for people working
in law, accounting, insurance, etc.) and
a program dedicated to the teaching of
leadership skills – leadership centered
on climbing but which can be applied
to work in business, nonprofits and government.
Gooding is a firm believer in the
benefits of outdoor recreation for professionals. “Outdoor recreation is really
important because its “fun factor” can
readily get people to make physical exercise a part of their lifestyle,” he notes.
“Healthy lifestyles make happy and
healthy workers and leaders.”
He’s also proud of AAI’s contributions
to the local economy, citing the many
clients who visit our area from through-
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out the United States and abroad (84
percent come from out of
the area). “Typically this
is our clients’ “trip of the
year,” he explains, “so they
spend money with enthusiasm while in our area.”
AAI also supports a
laundry list of environmental organizations,
including local groups like
the Whatcom Land Trust
and the North Cascades
Institute.
Despite the economic
downturn, AAI’s business
is strong – and growing. In 2010 they
set a new record for gross sales, and
2011 is on track to eclipse that record.
Another popular local business catering to recreation-lovers is Fairhaven
Runners, started by Steve Roguski in
1999. Combining his love of running
and his love of the area was what got
him started.
After 12 years, Roguski is still enjoying himself. “The satisfaction of knowing (and hearing) that we help many
folks in our community attain their
walking and running goals,” makes his
job fun, he says. “Their lives are better
for the lifestyle and we remain proud
to be an important part of the process.
Personally, knowing we have created
good jobs, good relationships and enjoy
the lifestyle very much ourselves is also
quite satisfying.”
“Even in my dreams,” Roguski says,
“I didn’t know it could eventually be
this right and this satisfying.”
And the results have been impressive
– sales and profit have grown every year
since Fairhaven Runners opened for
business.
Like AAI, Fairhaven Runners supports the local community in a variety of ways. “We organize, sponsor or
support hundreds of events each year,”
he explains, “from fitness forums, funs
runs, weekly walk/runs, clinics, talks,
team events and races to injury prevention sessions at the store.”
Economic downturn? Apparently not
an issue for the recreation industry. As
Dunham Gooding might say – onward
and upward!
www.nwbusinessmonthly.com

